
Dear Claude-Ernest, we have the pleasure to send You a quote on sails for Your Dragonfly 920 
Extreme
To be able to create sails that perform better than most, we have our own Cloth-Department with neutral 
testing-lab since 1982, and are using all the latest technology and uptaded-software available.
Our 3-D design software combined with a lasercutter gives us the accuracy needed for a perfect shape. The
advanced stressmap software Relax© helps us to create the best panellayout and to choose the right cloth.
Besides design and panellayout we put a lot of effort into the details of the sails, details that makes the sails
easy to handle and long lasting.
To widen our experience we always try to sail and work with as many different types of both catamarans and
trimarans as possible. We are convinced that this broad experience will help us in our effort to give you the 
perfect sail wardrobe solution whatever type of multihull you are sailing.
In our sailmaking we of course consider the characteristics of your boat along with the conditions you are 
sailing in. So, who ever you are and where ever you are, you can trust us to make your sailing better.

2 december 2010Claude-ernest Portron

Segeltyp Konstruktion Duk
Segel

Schreecher Multiradial laminat D/P CZ 15/30 32 500 kr
Yta: 47,7 m2     Förlik: 13,4     LP: 7,12
Gennaker Fullradial Contender SK90 36 800 kr
Yta: 97,3 m2     Förlik: 14,9     Underlik: 8,23     Akterlik: 13,6
CodeZero Fullradial Contender SK130 29 000 kr
Yta: 67,6 m2     Förlik: 13,85     Underlik: 8,4     Akterlik: 13,6

Produkt Modell Färg
Tillbehör

Furler Profurl NEX 1,5 inc luffrope 9 600 kr
Övrigt

Offert- och leveransvillkor
If you place the order before 2010-12-30, you will get 15% discount.

All prices within EU including VAT.
The quotation is valid one month after quotedate.
Terms of payment: at delivery.
Terms of deliverance : The loft in Stockholm.

Med vänlig seglarhälsning
GranSegel AB Mats Johansson
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